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Femtosecond laser excitations in half-metal (HM) compounds are theoretically predicted to induce an
exotic picosecond spin dynamics. In particular, conversely to what is observed in conventional metals and
semiconductors, the thermalization process in HMs leads to a long living partially thermalized
configuration characterized by three Fermi-Dirac distributions for the minority, majority conduction,
and majority valence electrons, respectively. Remarkably, these distributions have the same temperature but
different chemical potentials. This unusual thermodynamic state is causing a persistent nonequilibrium spin
polarization only well above the Fermi energy. Femtosecond spin dynamics experiments performed on
Fe3O4 by time- and spin-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy support our model. Furthermore, the spin
polarization response proves to be very robust and it can be adopted to selectively test the bulk HM
character in a wide range of compounds.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.077205
Ultrafast magnetization dynamics covers a wide range of
scientifically advanced and technologically attractive phe-
nomena ranging from ultrafast demagnetization [1] to spin
transport [2–6], all-optical switching [7], antiferromagnet
spin dynamics [8], and artificial ferrimagnets [9]. This
scenario has fostered a significant effort for studying the
magnetization dynamics and the distinctive interplay
between the metallic and the insulating spin channels in
half metals (HMs), such as Heusler compounds and oxides
(see, e.g., Refs. [10–12]). This exotic dependence of the
transport properties on the spin channels makes the physics
of the HMs puzzling and striking [13,14].
Typically, HMs show a relatively slow demagnetization,
i.e., few tenths of picoseconds, supposed to be governed
by the slow spin-lattice channel as the Elliot-Yafet spin-
flip scattering is blocked in the gapped energy region
[15,16]. However, a fast demagnetization was reported in
Co2Mn1−xFexSi and a fast spin-flip scattering path, in
connection with the valence band photohole below the
Fermi level (EF), was invoked to explain such a finding
[17–19]. Therefore, it remains unclear if and what kind of
distinctive ultrafast electronic mechanisms should be
expected in HMs, beyond the material dependent elec-
tron-phonon coupling.
To address this challenge we have studied theoretically
the ultrafast thermalization dynamics in HMs by solving the
time-dependent Boltzmann scattering equation. A thermal-
ization dynamics characterized by a long lasting partially
equilibrated electronic distribution was identified. This
dynamics shows peculiarities clearly discriminating the
HMs fromordinarymetals and semiconductors. In particular,
a novel transient high energy spin polarization (SP) is found
and its dynamics can be easily distinguished from other
magnetization dynamics triggered by independent mecha-
nisms such as ultrafast demagnetization [1,20], ultrafast
spin transport [2,5,6], or increase in magnetization [3,21].
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Femtosecond spin dynamics experiments performed on
Fe3O4 by time- and spin-resolved photoemission (PE) have
successfully benchmarked the physics of our model. The
experiments reported here unlock the gate for unambigu-
ously testing the bulk half metallicity (HMy).
A wide range of techniques has been put forward to
verify HMy; however they can be made complicated for a
number of reasons. For instance, the results of ferromag-
netic-superconducting tunneling measurements can be
strongly affected by hard-to-predict properties of the
reconstructed surfaces and interfaces [22]. This is also
the case for Andreev reflection measurements in which the
extraction of quantitative information relies on the way
scattering at contacts is dealt with [23]. Transient mag-
neto-optical Kerr effect measurements [16] do not show a
universal response for all HMs [17–19]. Spin- and angle-
resolved PE [24] is the most direct experimental method to
test HMy (see, e.g., Ref. [25]). Nevertheless its high surface
sensitivity can raise difficulties when bulk properties are
concerned (for a discussion of this issue in the case of
Fe3O4, see Ref. [26]). A further problem arises from the
presence of polarons which strongly modifies the spectral
weight at EF, hampering a direct comparison of the exper-
imental data to state-of-the-art calculations of the PE spectra
[27]. In this context identifying a clear fingerprint of bulk
HMy remains an open challenge.
It is well known that electron-hole pairs created in metals
under light excitation quickly decay via electron-electron
scattering and form lower energy electrons and holes close
to EF, until a Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution with a higher
temperature is formed. Figure 1(a) schematically illustrates
the time (t) evolution (from top to bottom) of the electron
distribution n depending on the energy (E) in a metal after a
femtosecond laser excitation. The initial FD distribution (I)
evolves into a nonequilibrium distribution (II) after the
laser pulse, and then, via thermalization, into another FD
distribution characterized by a higher temperature (IV).
A more enlightening representation of the time dependence
is given in the second column of Fig. 1(a) using the
− ln ðn−1 − 1Þ function, as proposed in Ref. [28], that is,
for a FD distribution, linear in E with a slope ∝ −1=kBT
and a zero crossing at the chemical potential energy
[see Fig. 1(a) panels I, III, and IV of the second column].
A nonlinear behavior is associated to nonthermal
distributions.
In a semiconductor, the thermalization process is com-
pletely different [Fig. 1(b)]. The initial FD distribution (I)
is strongly modified by the laser pulse (II) but, contrary to
the metallic situation, the thermalization occurs in two
steps. First electron-electron and electron-phonon scatter-
ing brings the excited electrons (hole) close to the top
(bottom) of the conduction (valence) band (III). This
intermediate state is a partially equilibrated state, charac-
terized by two FD distributions with the same temperature
but different chemical potentials for the electrons and the
holes [notice in (III) the different zero crossing of the two
linear branches of − ln ðn−1 − 1Þ]. It is only on a longer
timescale that a full electron-hole recombination takes place.
In a HM, where one of the spin channels is metallic and
the other insulating, it is far from clear what is happening
because both channels will not behave as simply as two
noninteracting populations as, even in the absence of spin-
flip transitions, electrons belonging to one spin channel can
scatter with the electrons of the other one.
To answer this question, we solve numerically the time-
dependent Boltzmann equation for electron-electron scat-
tering in a spin-dependent density of states (DOS) ρ after a
laser excitation. The time dependence of the electron
distribution nðσ; E; tÞ within the spin(σ)- and energy(E)-
dependent DOS ρðσ; EÞ is calculated [2,4] as
∂n
∂t ¼ Sexc − α
X
σ00
Z
nρ0ð1 − n0Þρ00n00ρ000ð1 − n000ÞdE0dE00
þ α
X
σ00
Z
ð1 − nÞρ0n0ρ00n00ρ0000ð1 − n0000ÞdE0dE00
ð1Þ
where n ¼ nðσ; E; tÞ, n0 ¼ n0ðσ; E0; tÞ, n00 ¼ nðσ00; E00; tÞ,
n000 ¼ nðσ00; Eþ E00 − E0; tÞ, and n0000 ¼ nðσ00; E0 þ E00 −
E; tÞ, and the same convention for ρ. The laser excitation
is within the term Sexc ¼ Sexcðσ; E; tÞ and depends on the
pump pulse parameters (duration, photon energy, and
intensity). Notice how electrons with different spins can
scatter with each other but the total spin is preserved. Spin-
flip scatterings are ignored due to their small number. We
will address below how the dynamics is affected when
these scatterings are included. The scattering amplitude α is
kept as a constant parameter. The lack of energy and spin
dependence of α is, for our purpose, an excellent approxi-
mation as the dynamics is overwhelmingly dictated by the
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Electron distribution function n during the thermal-
ization following a femtosecond laser excitation in a metal (a) and
a semiconductor (b). Both linear (left column) and logarithmic
(right column) representations are plotted to highlight the
location of EF and the electronic temperature (see text for
details).
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size of the scattering phase space (i.e., the number of spin
and energy conserving scatterings).
For the bulk Boltzmann scattering calculations we use
the Fe3O4 spin-resolved DOS computed from first princi-
ples using the SPR-KKR package [29] based on the
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method and the Dirac equation,
to take into account all relativistic effects. To treat the
correlated 3d states of Fe, the local spin-density
approximationþ U method was used. The corresponding
bulk DOSs for U ¼ 2.0 eV and J ¼ 0.9 eV, shown in the
top panels of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), are in very good
agreement with previous theoretical results [30,31]. The
layered resolved DOS of the Fe3O4ð1 0 0Þ reconstructed
surface from Ref. [31] was used to take into account the
(metallic) surface dynamics in solving the Boltzmann
equation.
The time evolution of the electron distribution in the
vicinity of EF for the bulk minority spin (metallic channel)
is presented in Fig. 2(a). Starting from a room temperature
FD distribution (cyan line), the population evolves via a
nonthermal distribution to a partially thermalized distribu-
tion (from light to dark blue lines) and eventually reaches a
fully thermalized population. A similar calculation per-
formed for the metallic surface leads to a fully thermalized
distribution (green line). The existence of partial thermal-
ization can be observed at very high and very low energies
[i.e., the function − ln ðn−1 − 1Þ is not a straight line]. It is
due to the presence of the two regions with very low
electronic densities, which act as effective band gaps. We
mention this point for the sake of completeness but it is not
relevant to and does not affect the conclusions of this work.
More interesting is the dynamics in the majority spin
gapped channel [Fig. 2(b)]. Here the initial population
evolves toward two FD-like distributions with distinct
chemical potential located (see the black arrows at zero
crossing) in the valence and conduction bands (VBs and
CBs) and with the same electronic temperature (same slope
in the logarithmic representation). This result is a direct
consequence of the lack of empty final states around EF
available to allow relaxation of the CB electrons and it
closely resembles the behavior of an isolated semiconduct-
ing system. Hereafter we will refer to this nonequilibrium
state as the partial thermalization. Because of the slow
recombination of electron-hole pairs in this channel, this
partially thermalized distribution persists for a long time
(dark brown line). The full thermal equilibrium is reached
only on a timescale that largely exceeds the computed
timescale (not shown in the figure).
Such spin-asymmetric thermalization leads to the
unusual situation where the SP of the partially thermalized
hot carrier is strongly different from the DOS SP. The SP
[Fig. 2(c)] at the thermal equilibrium (dashed line) is the SP
of the DOS (the PE matrix element effects are ignored
here). After the laser excitation and an initial partial
thermalization process, the accumulation of majority car-
riers at the bottom of the CB leads to an increase of SP in
the energy range above 0.5 eV. Because of the very slow
nature of the second part of the thermalization process, this
out-of-equilibrium polarization persists for a long time
(black line). It is important to notice here that no change in
the SP is observed around the equilibrium EF and below.
The above outlined SP dynamics is uniquely character-
istic of HMy. Furthermore, it can be observed even in the
presence of a metallic sample surface because, then, the
carriers in both spin channels quickly decay to energies
close to EF. The surface SP briefly changes during the
nonthermal regime due to the spin dependent laser exci-
tation. However, within a few tens of femtosecond, the
electron-electron scattering leads to a thermal equilibrium
between both spin channels with a single FD distribution
and the SP (black line) returns quickly to the equilibrium
SP [see the dashed line in Fig. 2(d)]. In Fig. 2(e) we plot the
superimposed spin dynamics of surface and bulk (i.e.,
50∶50 mixture) that shows how the bulk HMy effect
(i.e., SP increase at high energies) is very resilient to the
presence of the metallic surface. The effect is also resilient
to spin-flip processes or transport between bulk and surface
that would contribute only to reduce the survival time of the
out-of-equilibrium SP, but not prevent its appearance. Other
effects, like polarons, that broaden the spectrum cannot
mask this effect either.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
FIG. 2. Electron thermalization after a laser pulse excitation in
Fe3O4: (a) Time evolution (up to 200 fs) of the electron
distribution n in the − ln ðn−1 − 1Þ representation for the metallic
minority spin channel (bottom panel). The top panel shows the
corresponding DOS of bulk Fe3O4. (b) Same for the insulating
majority spin channel showing the presence of two chemical
potentials. Using the metallic surface DOS, the calculations
converge toward the solid green line with a single chemical
potential. (c)–(e) Time dependence of the SP calculated for the
bulk (HM), the surface (metal), and for a 50∶50 mixture of bulk
and surface contributions, respectively.
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It is fundamental to appreciate how this peculiar spin
dynamics (increase of SP only well above EF) is qualita-
tively different from what one would observe in the case of
other types of magnetization dynamics, where the change
of SP is either around EF or at all energies and, even more
critically, has opposite sign [1–3,5,6,20,21]. Finally, this
dynamics cannot be confused with the one triggered by
spin-asymmetric optical excitation (observed in our surface
calculations) since that one survives for at most few tens of
femtosecond.
We now apply our strategy to Fe3O4, the HMy of which
is acknowledged to be difficult to measure due to its
metallic surface and polaronic broadening of the PE
spectra. A time-, energy-, and spin-resolved PE experiment
was carried out by combining a 250 kHz repetition rate Ti:
sapphire laser source with a homebuilt electron time-of-
flight analyzer equipped with a micro-Mott spin polarim-
eter [32]. The third harmonic (4.65 eV) of the fundamental
beam was generated by frequency mixing in β-barium
borate crystals. For the pump beam at 1.55 eV photon
energy, 10% of the laser source was delayed and focused on
the sample, giving a maximum fluence of 0.7 mJ cm−2.
Both pump and probe were p polarized and the overall time
resolution of the experiment was 150 fs. A ≈ 50 nm thick
Fe3O4ð0 0 1Þ film was epitaxially grown on MgO(1 0 0)
under ultrahigh vacuum and characterized by low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED), x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The
LEED pattern showed a clear ð ffiffiffi2p × ffiffiffi2p ÞR45° surface
reconstruction.
The use of 4.65 eV photons gives access to electrons in
the vicinity of EF only, as observed on the energy
distribution curve (EDC) at normal emission [Fig. 3(a)
(lower panel, log scale, grey dots)]. The Fe 3dðt2gÞ spectral
weight at EF does not show the sharp edge expected for a
metal as it is smeared out by strong polaronic effects and
initial state lifetime broadening [27,33,34].
The experimental EDC is very well reproduced, over 3
orders of magnitude (solid blue line), by the convolution of
the calculated PE [35–37] with a 330 meV FWHM
Gaussian function (dash blue lines), accounting for the
polaronic effects [27] and a FD distribution. Only the EF
position and the Gaussian width are free parameters in the
fitting procedure. Because of the majority bulk band gap,
the measured SP is negative around EF and reaches only a
−65% minimum at 360 meV above EF [Fig. 3(b) (top
panel)] due to the metallicity of the surface. The ab initio
calculations overestimate the SP, an effect that we attribute
to the surface reconstruction, not accounted for in our
calculations.
Next we investigate the electron spin dynamics above EF
after optical excitation. In Fig. 4(a) the EDCs (top panel) at
negative delay and at þ200 fs delay (maximum excited
electron population) are compared. A clear presence of
excited electrons is detected up to þ1.5 eV above EF. The
SP below EF (bottom panel) remains unchanged whereas,
very interestingly, a clear reduction of the SP is observed in
the energy region þ360 meV, corresponding to the bottom
of the majority spin bulk CB. The time evolution of this
(a) (b)
FIG. 3. Photoemission from Fe3O4. (a) The Fe 3dðt2gÞ EDC at
4.65 eV photon energy (lower panel, log scale, grey dots) is fitted
(solid blue line) by a function including the one-step PE
calculation (top panel), a FD distribution, and a broadening
function (blue dashed lines). (b) Both measured and calculated SP
(top panel) are referenced to the bulk DOS (lower panel)
indicating the position (vertical green line) of the bottom of
the CB.
(a) (b)
FIG. 4. Spin dynamics in Fe3O4 above EF. (a) Spin-integrated
EDC (top panel) before (black line) and 200 fs after (orange line)
pump excitation. The corresponding SP (bottom panel) increases
at the bottom of the CB (green bar) as theoretically predicted for a
HM. (b) The dynamics of the hot carriers (top panel) at this
energy is well described by an exponential decay function
characteristic of an electron-phonon cooling. The SP (bottom
panel) relaxes on a similar time scale whereas the SP below EF
(empty blue diamond), proportional to the macroscopic mag-
netization, remains unchanged.
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population [Fig. 4(b) (top panel, solid line)] is fitted by an
exponential decay function (time constant of 355 fs) plus a
constant offset (to account for the extremely slow dynam-
ics). After excitation the population relaxes quickly via a
number of mechanisms such as electron-electron and
electron-phonon scattering. However, a large number of
carriers remains trapped at the bottom of the bulk majority
spin CB, and survive at high energy for a long time
(t > 1.5 ps). The time evolution of the SP [Fig. 4(b)
(bottom panel)] shows a similar behavior and has been
fitted with the same time relaxation as for the intensity.
During and shortly after the laser excitation a nontrivial SP
dynamics is activated. Interestingly, after 1.5 ps the SP does
not relax back to the equilibrium value, as one would
expect if the electronic system was fully thermalized. It
remains ≈25% higher than its equilibrium value, giving
evidence of the presence of a nonfully thermalized pop-
ulation persisting in time. As this delay is much longer than
the typical electron-electron scattering time we can safely
attribute this population to the partially thermalized state
described in our model where a transient chemical potential
is localized only in the majority spin CB. To assess any
possible ultrafast demagnetization contribution in our
SP dynamics we present the SP measured below EF in
Fig. 4(b) (empty diamond). The fact that it remains constant
over time confirms that the magnetite retains its full
magnetization during our time window.
The above dynamics is in striking qualitative agreement
with the theoretical picture we have presented. The accu-
mulation of carriers at a finite energy above EF shows the
presence of a band gap, while the transient SP allows for the
identification of the spin channel where the gap is located,
despite a number of details are unknown, like structural and
chemical reconstruction of the surface. This proves that a
nonequilibrium SP at high energy, persisting well after any
short-lived SP dynamics close to EF has ended, is a reliable
and resilient fingerprint of HMy.
In summary, we have modeled the electron thermal-
ization following a femtosecond laser pulse in Fe3O4 by
solving the time dependent Boltzmann scattering equation.
The bulk population dynamics is found to be characterized
by the formation of a persisting partial thermalization,
where majority carriers remain trapped at the bottom of the
CB. The long lasting out-of-equilibrium distribution in the
CB leads to an increase of the SP well above EF despite
the metallic nature of the surface. The agreement between
experiments and theory shows that this peculiar fingerprint
in the picosecond SP dynamics can be used to probe bulk
HMy. Extension of the work to other examples is certainly
needed but our contribution is intended to spur long-term
and far-reaching actions in line with the efforts made
worldwide to understand the spin dynamics in condensed
matter.
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